As it fell upon a day. Soprano, clairnette, flûte
mélodie
Aaron Copland (1900-1990)

Language: anglais
Date: 1923
Note: Poème de Richard Barnefield. - Date de composition : 1923
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Editions of this work

partitions

→ As it fell upon a day
for soprano with flute and clarinet
Material description: 1 partition (12 p.) : 31 cm
Note: Note : 1er cop. 1929. - Date de composition : 1923
Edition: [Lynbrook (N. Y.)] : Boosey and Hawkes, cop. 1956
Auteur du texte: Richard Barnfield (1574-1627)
Compositeur: Aaron Copland (1900-1990)
Link: catalogue

→ As it fell upon a day
song for soprano with flute and clarinet acc.
Material description: 1 partition (14 p.) : 28 cm
Note: Note : Date de composition : 1923. - Ed. du texte
Compositeur: Aaron Copland (1900-1990)
Parolier: Richard Barnfield (1574-1627)
Ancien possesseur: Fred Goldbeck (1902-1981)
Link: catalogue
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https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb148407105
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